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Dear Parents,
In yesterday’s letter we stressed the importance of parents following the one-way system in September. However,
a huge oversite on our part was not being clear about how this will work for parents who have not been in school
since March. We are very sorry about this!
To clarify, the one-way system will operate as follows: (please see attached map)
ENTERING THE SITE
Through the Junior gate on Seagarth Lane, between the two schools and on to the Junior playground.
Through the Infant gate on Seagarth Close, through the Year R playground, between the two schools and on to the
Junior playground.
Please stick to the designated paths when crossing the carparks.
Parents will not be able to go back and exit through either of these gates.
EXITING THE SITE
Junior Parents: Via the alley from the Junior playground onto Lordswood Road
Infant Parents: Through the Infant playground to the double gates onto Lordswood Road
There will be NO ENTRY to either school sites via these routes. Parents will need to walk round using the public
footpath to Seagarth Close.
This one-way system will be strictly enforced from September as we will have all our families back at school
fulltime. As we said in our previous letter, if this isn’t successful we will have to resort to having a staggered start
and end to the day.
We would really appreciate your support in this to keep the whole school community safe.
Yours sincerely

Marcella Dobson
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